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POINT OF VIEW
CROSS CULTURAL PSYCHOTHERAPY WITH
DEAF PERSONS: A HEARING, WHITE, MIDDLE
CLASS, MIDDLE AGED^ NON-GAY, JEWISH,
MALE, THERAPISTS'S PERSPECTIVE\ Michael
A. Harvey, Sudbury, MA
Editor's Comment
This section provides a forum for exchange of
reasoned ideas on all sides of issues in the area of
deafness. The opinions expressed in this article,
and others that appear in Point of View, are those of
the authors and should not be considered the
position of ADARA or the editors of JADARA. The
editors welcome responses to the opinions
expressed in this section.
When I first began thinking about cross
cultural therapy, I was unclear about how it is
unique from providing therapy in general. How is
it different, for example, from my treating a
hearing, white, middle class, middle aged, non-
gay, Jewish, male therapist? Do I assume a priori
that I know this man? Do I assume I know more
about this man as contrasted with, for example, a
Deaf Blade, non-middle class, non-middle aged,
gay, non-Jewish, female, non-therapist?
On the one hand, I certainly know that both
of these two people eat, drink, and sleep; and feel
sad and happy; and have a family of origin; and
probably have fought with their parents at least a
few times. Despite this basic sameness, howeyer,
my claim is that I indeed know absolutely nothing
about the inner psychological workings of these
two people; I do not know one more than the
other even though the first person
is from "my culture" and the second is from
"another culture." I can only be curious about
each of them. In other words, I have many
questions to ask in order to begin the never ending
process of understanding these two people.
Everyone is different! We are all strangers to each
other, from different psychological worlds. So in
this sense, cross cultural treatment does not exist;
or, stated differently, it always exists.
But lefs us not be silly! These are two
people, after all, from different cultures, and I am
more familiar with persons who are hearing, white,
middle class, middle aged, non-gay, Jewish, and
male. And cultural groups do, indeed, perceive
themselves and the world differently and,
therefore, are "different." In particular, the
different world view of a Deaf dient, relative to a
hearing client, is largely due to how the Deaf client
copes with oppression in the hearing worid^.
This paper describes an evolving relationship
with a Deaf client whom I will call Mary^. The
process of my work with Mary illustrates my
ongoing, and at timeis awkward, attempts to
recondle the three essential tasks of cross cultural
therapy which have been outlined by Sue,
Arredondo, and McDavis (1992):
1. A therapist must actively engage in the
process of becoming aware of his or her
own assiimptions about human behavior,
values, biases, preconceived notions,
personal limitations, and so forth.
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2. A therapist must actively attempt to
understand the world view of his or her
culturally different client without negative
judgements.
3. A therapist must actively develop and
practice appropriate, relevant, and sensitive
intervention strategies and skills in
working with culturally different clients.
In addition, this article will illustrate, in my
opinion, a foiuih essential task of cross cultural
therapy, namely,
4. A therapist must actively understand the
evolving dynamics of his/her relationship
with the culturally different client, relative
to previoiis trauma/oppression that the
client may have experienced.
Mary:
Mary is a 23 year old, married, deaf woman,
who called me to request therapy. She appeared
on time for the first session and was eager to
begin. Treatment has been her decision, not like
many deaf clients who get, somehow, coerced into
treatment. Upon meeting Mary, we bantered a bit
and exchanged name signs. She wanted to know
a bit about my background and how I got involved
with deafness. I told her. I then asked her to tell
me a bit about herself and what she wanted from
therapy. Mary confirmed that both of her parents
were hearing, did not sign, and, in fact, had
repeatedly physically abused her. She experienced
repeated fantasies about torturing them, although
she knew she would never do it. She had
nightmares about her parents in which she would
experience both a sense of idealization of them as
powerful, all knowing figmres, but also would
experience fear and rage. Mary continued
describing •some classic symptoms of Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).
I then asked her my usual question, "Why did
you choose me as yo\ir therapist?" Her answer:
"Because you're hearing....you are competent
because you're hearing." She went on to say that
she would never consider working with a deaf
clinician since "they don't know as much." Not
surprisingly, Mary was only marginally, at best,
affiliated with the deaf community. Mary's
dedsion to see a hearing therapist reflected how
Mary herself felt defective and how she idealized
the hearing culture. With her parents, she
certainly had felt similarly defective and had
idealized them in this manner. Thus, even in these
first moments of our initial meeting, her "idealizing
transference" became clear.
Theory:
But, from the cross cultural literature, we leam
that this, so called, idealizing transference does not
always originate with family of origin issues. Our
society teaches us that certain cultural groups are
better than certain other groups. (Recall the
Rodney King situation in Los Angeles: "White is
better than black.") In Mary's case, she was taught
by society to idealize the hearing culture and
disparage her own (Hearing = competent; Deaf =
incompetent). She naturally perceived me, the
hearing therapist, in this manner, as I am a
member of the majority and oppressive culture
(Lane, 1992). Society has annointed me with this
power. Agencies which serve deaf clients also may
annoint hearing therapists who have some
knowledge of deafness with the power of having
ALL the answers when it comes to working with
deaf persons. In this manner, too, our status is
elevated.
But lefs not blame society or agencies by
saying that they alone have annointed us hearing
therapists with "instant specialist status." What
about the hearing therapist's role in claiming such
diefication? Therapists use transference, too, only
then it is called "countertransference." Do we
need to be needed....to convince Deaf clients that
they somehow won't be fulfilled unless they get
OUR help? Oiu: countertransference may be to
devalue clients.
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What emotional needs of the therapist does it
fulfill to think that we know a lot about another,
and to diagnose that person? It does, after all, feel
good "to know." I , after all, had tentatively
diagnosed Mary as experiencing PTSD. Maybe to
"know" another in this manner makes us less
anxious and satisfies our narcissistic or self esteem
needs. Yalom (1989) states:
"How I long... for the certainty that
orthodoxy offer...Analysts seem more certain
of everything than I am of ANYTHING. How
comforting it would be to feel, just once, that
I know exactly what I'm doing in my
psychotherapeutic work; for example, I am
dutifully traversing, in proper sequence, the
precise stages of the therapeutic process. But,
of course, ifs all an illusion. If they are
helpful to patients at all, ideological schools,
with their complex metaphysical edifices,
succeed because they assuage the
THERAPIST'S, not the patient's, anxiety (and
thus permit the therapist to face the anxiety of
the therapeutic process). The more the
therapist is able to tolerate the anxiety of not
knowing, the less need there is for the
therapist to embrace orthodoxy. The creative
members of an orthodoxy, ANY
ORTHODOXY, ultimately outgrow their
disciplines" (p. 35).
In this sense, to KNOW about another ~ to
reduce that person to a list of characteristics - is to
make us feel good at tiie expense of the otiier.
"She is a borderline. He is a neurotic." To know
another is to invalidate that person's complexity
and therefore is to oppress him/her.
Moreover, Szasz (1961), beginning with The
Myth of Mental Illness, has repeatedly illustrated
that the act of diagnostically defining another often
implies an additional act of systematically limiting
that person's freedom, for example with
"treatment." It is the subtle maneuver for control
of another which also defines oppression. Freire
(1990), in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, emphasized
that one of the basic elements of the relationship
between oppressor and oppressed is prescription:
"Every prescription represents the imposition of
one man's choice upon another, transforming the
consciousness of the man prescribed into one that
conforms with the prescriber's consciousness" (p.
31).
Oppression means to know and/or to control
another. Oppression, of course, is enacted with
varying degrees of awareness, intensity, and
malice.
Mary:
After describing how her parents had abused
her, Mary also described some fairly classic
instances of hearing people oppressing her. Most
of her job placements had been in hearing, high
tech companies. She, like many deaf people,
tolerated underemployment, subtle and overt
discrimination, and inadequate, if any,
interpretation diuing meetings. And, when she
spoke up, she was typically labelled as a "trouble
maker" or was fired.
Well, I thought to myself that at least I won't
be an oppressor of Mary! I knew that! Not me!
I've gone to psychotherapy! I, therefore, have
learned not to need superiority to deaf people— not
to split off part of myself. Stereot3rpe Mary or
other deaf people? Not me!
And besides, I've asked myself all the right
questions, as outlined by Boyarin, Burke, Evans, &
Lee (1987)! You know, I have asked myself
whether my assumptions about deaf people are
reality-based or unconscious, or whether my view
of deafness is based on stereot3rpes in the
psychology of deafness literature; that the Deaf
have low language levels, think concretely, can't
benefit from insight-oriented treatment, are
unsophisticated, impulsive, immature, etc. Or, on
the other end of the spectrum, whether I view
deafness as so beautiful so as to deny the deaf
client the possibility of having problems? These
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are questions I regularly ask myself when working
with a deaf client.
I don't oppress.
But how can this be? How can I NOT oppress?
Theory:
For years I had accepted/ as gospel, the
theories of our founding fathers, Sigmund Freud,
Jean Fiaget, Salvador Minuchin, Eric Erickson,
Heinz Kohut, Carl Jung. All men, as you may
have noticed. Now, feminist theoreticians, such as
Carol Gilligan (1982) and others (fordan, Kaplan,
Miller, Stiver, & Surrey, 1991) teach us that many
of these MEN'S psychological theories describe
MEN'S view of THEIR (our?) world, and are,
therefore, oppressive to women. (Ironically, male-
based theories are also oppressive to men). So, in
order not to oppress, I have to figure out how to
reconcile my maleness. How do I define being a
man? How does my maleness influence how I see
other men? Other women?
I don't want to oppress. I may not actively
choose to oppress. But is this possible? Although
the impetus for oppression is largely economic,
oppression can also be understood from a clinical
perspective as a cultural variant of "projective
identification." In this example, the three steps of
projective identification would be that (1) hearing
people feel inadequate but deny it to themselves;
(2) project their inadequacy onto deaf people; and
(3) cause them to act it out, perhaps, via
discrimination.
What causes our inner feelings of inadequacy?
It is because we, too, have been oppressed! To the
extent that none of us has had a perfect childhood,
we have all been, at least inadvertently, oppressed
by our parents and, therefore, feel inadequate to
some degree. (That's why John Bradshaw's taking
care of the "inner child" is so popular.) However,
when we do not recognize our feelings of
inadequacy, we then project that inadequacy onto
others, again to some degree. Stated differently,
the oppressed oppress; the wounded wound.
A more sociological description of oppression
is provided by Memmi (1984) in The Colonizer and
the Colonist, Memmi describes the colonization
and oppression by the French of Tunisia. He aptly
observes that, "Each [person], being socially
oppressed by [another] more powerful than he,
always finds a less powerful one on whom to lean,
and becomes a tjrrant in his turn" (p. 17).
Alice Miller (1981), in Drama of the Gifted Child,
describes a common plight of therapists, of
imconsdously or consciously trying to get from
our patients what we did not get from our parents.
She echoed Memmi's comments, but in
psychoanalytic jargon:
"It seems to me that if we [therapists] can do
anything at all, it is to work through our
narcissistic problems and reintegrate our split-
off aspects to such an extent that we no
longer have any need to manipulate our
patients according to our theories, but can
allow them to become what they really are.
Only after painfully experiencing and
accepting our...own truth can we be relatively
free from the hope that we might still find an
imderstanding, empathic mother,perhaps in a
patient, who then would be at our disposal"
(p. 22).
There are additional factors which make it
difficult for hearing therapists to conduct treatment
with deaf clients in a non-oppressive manner.
Memmi (1984) and others (Lane, 1992)
describe how members of an oppressor group,
"the colonizers," like it or not, are viewed as
having higher status, are afforded greater
privileges, and indeed consciously or
unconsciously exploit their position. What does it
mean to be hearing? I, as a hearing person,
certainly do get more benefits from society. Do I
exploit my position? Well, I wrote this article
about Deaf persons; I have been paid to lecture
about deaf people.
But do these activities make me an oppressor?
Can't I do all of this and refuse to oppress?
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Memmi does emphasize that a person who belongs
to a colonizing or oppressing group can refuse to
oppress; that is called a ''refusing colonizer." He
or she can renounce the oppressors and identify
with and/or validate the colonizer^ the minority
group. However, Memmi has observed that the
refusing colonizer typically hopes and expects that
he/she can some day integrate, "melt into," the
colonized — that they'll "adopt him." After all, we
all have belonging needs! In my case, I think I
wanted, or want on some level, to be part of the
deaf community, perhaps to be a respected
member, or at least be adopted by deaf people as
a respected ADJUNCT member. These are my
narcissistic needs. The influence of these needs is
proportional to how satisfied I am in relationships
between me and my own culture.
But Memmi declared what hearing persons
know all too well: that it is always the case that full
adoption by the colonized or oppressed group
(deaf community) of a member from the colonizer
or oppressor group (hearing community) cannot
happen. I need to get it through my head and
GRIEVE that I can never, will never, be a fully
accepted member of the deaf community and deaf
culture! I need to let go of the hope of being
adopted by deaf people and not subtly demand
indusion as a requisite for providing services. This
process of Erst holding onto a hope and
expectation, only to later give up that hope, in this
case, inclusion in the deaf commimity, is paralleled
by another developmental processes. As Viorst
(1986) states in her book Necessartf Losses, children
first view their parents as omnipotent, only to later
realize that they are not. Spiritual growth happens
when you have developed a strong ego, a strong
sense of selfhood, only to later realize that you
need to give this up, too; we are really self-less,
part of a larger whole.
There are additional losses that we must
recondle. A hearing therapist, to minimize his/her
oppressive behavior, needs to recognize that
he/she may someday not have a place in working
with deaf people. I cannot depend on deaf dients
for my income; and I must recondle that deaf
people may someday not ask me to provide
services.
So cross cultural, and therefore ethical,
therapy is related to how one emotionally takes
care of oneself: how one MANAGES, not
eliminates, one's tendency of trying to fulfill
oneself. We can never be completely free of the
inevitable ill effects of a less than perfect
childhood. For these reasons, we all, to a greater
or lesser extent, oppress. In 12 step lingo, we are
all recovering oppressors. I recall watching one of
my favorite Star Trek episodes in which Captain
James T. Kirk was asked by an alien to kill another
person in order to save his own life; he refused.
The alien was puzzled and said, "But I thought
human beings were natural killers?" Kirk, with his
usual dramatic flare, yelled bade, "Yes, humans are
indeed killers; but we don't have to kill today!"
My challenge is not to oppress TODAY!
Maiy:
During our first contact, even before Mary told
me that she wanted to work on in-treatment, I
sensed from her a mixture of idealization and rage;
she seemed to look up to me but subtly criticized
me whenever I would make any comments. I
wondered why. I wondered about what culturally-
based trauma she has sustained. Was I being
culturally insensitive in some way, and not
responding to her affirmatively? From what little
I knew about her family background of abuse, I
also found myself wondering whether she was
unconsdously setting me up as her parent in order
to replicate that original abuse. Was she
unconsdously setting me up to become an abuser?
People typically replicate in the present what they
have not mastered from the past. (It frequently, if
not universally, happens m intimate relationships.)
Or maybe Mary was demonstrating a healthy kind
of cultural "paranoia" by being a bit resistant.
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My essential dinical task/ of course, was to
understand, as much as possible, how Mary
viewed herself and her world. What is traiimatic
to her? What are her joys, stresses, anxieties,
highs, and lows? 1 came to understand her
framework by empathy, a process that Kohut
(1971) calls vicarious introspection: matching own
life experiences to those of Mary. What do I know
about trauma; about oppression; about depression;
about rage and anger; about idealization? I
thought of when kids yelled at me "better deaf
than red" (I have red hair), but thaf s relatively no
big deal. Then I thought of having been called a
kike a few times; I thought of looking up too much
at my father (idealization) and down too much at
myself. I also thought of my reactions when I had
recently attended a lecture on the holocaust. My
experience is not the same as the experience of
deaf people, but it's all I have! As you know, I am
only a hearing, white, middle class, middle aged,
non-gay, Jewish, male therapist.
Mary constantly tested whether I understood
her. I, naturally, was careful to stop her whenever
I did not understand and I asked her to do the
same when I was not signing clearly. She signed
sort of Pidgin Sign English without voice, and I
matched her and signed sort of FSB without voice.
Since sign language is not my first language, I
typically get more fatigued when signing than
when vocalizing. I was aware of that a bit, but
more aware of liking Mary. Although I had heard
similar recollections from deaf persons of various
forms of abuse and oppression by the family and
larger culture, I was truly moved by her emotions,
in particular, by her hurt and rage. I tjrpically
remember the devastating effects of trauma. I
asked a typical question about the dinner table
interaction, which lead to a lot of tears and rage
and essentially, a re-enactment of that trauma.
But therapy....why now? She said, "I'm in a
new job that I like and I don't want to blow it. I
have a hearing, male boss and I want to control
my anger."
What is Mary asking of me? Does Mary want
a coach on how to play politics? A coach would
help her leam techniques of managing her anger,
of playing politics, and would help her leam
assertiveness in the work place....and would help
her plan her strategies with her boss — her
superior, the enemy, the oppressor, the colonizer.
Or, does she want a guide to help her leam
more about herself, a sort of psychological mirror?
If she would use me as a guide, or mirror, I would
help her examine her transference — how she may
be overreacting with fear and rage toward those
people who remind her of abusive parents and
others. For example, she often would not show up
for meetings that she herself had set up. We may
also find out that she allows, or even subtly
encourages, others to abuse her as she was abused
as a kid. Treatment would also help Mary examine
how and why she looks to hearing people to make
her feel competent and whole.
Or, does she want both a political coach and
a psychological mirror? I need to be careful to
keep my own preferences out of it. As you may
have noticed, I prefer being a mirror, but thafs
me. Lefs remember that the purpose of treatment
is to be helpful — not to entertain oneself.
In negotiating a treatment contract with Mary,
it was easier for me, initially, to say what I could
not do than what I could do. I couldn't guarantee
that we would save her job at the computer
company. I couldn't rectify hearing peoples' views
of deaf people, including those of her boss. I
wouldn't call her boss for her and make everything
better.
Theoiy:
Qearly, what a therapist should initially do is
provide a safe place in which the client feels
comfortable and free. But isn't this just a bit
simplistic? Think of all the "pollutants" to this
safety! Lef s assume, just for a moment, that the
therapist somehow does not oppress a deaf client.
However, the client may have been oppressed by
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his/her parents, and certainly has been oppressed
by the hearing culture. By virtue of experiencing
the (hearing) therapist as similar to those
oppressors within the culture, the client may
experience the same rage and fear toward the
therapist, even though the therapist presumably
has not acted oppressively. Perhaps the client
perceives me as a likely oppressor, as selfish, as a
colonizer, as a perpetrator, and so on. The client,
therefore, may look at me askance, and essentially
feel me out for a number of weeks, months, or
years.
Or, a dient who had idealized his/her hearing
parents and the hearing culture may, therefore,
idealize me. This is also an example of
transference. I recall my own experience in
psychotherapy. One day, I was late for an
appointment because my watch was slow. Judging
that my therapist would not believe me, I showed
him my watch to prove it. I had felt imworthy of
his trust, just as I had much earlier in my
development with my father.
Or, as I have already discussed in some detail,
the safety may also get polluted by the therapist
who may exploit a client to help him/her feel
whole. Or, the therapist may be using
interventions designed for white, middle class
persons. As an example, the therapist may
automatically interpret a deaf client's rage about
radsm as a displaced transferential reaction and
recommend psychoanalysis as the intervention of
choice.
Let us re-examine whether those so-called
"unsafe pollutants" between the client and
therapist must be detrimental to treatment. These
pollutants may not be lethal at all, but rather may
be the necessary "medicine." For it is the mutual
sorting through of these feelings of not being safe
in the session that make therapy so powerful and
effective towards promoting positive change! In
other words, suppose the therapist and client can
safely talk about why it does not feel safe; suppose
the therapist is competent to deal with his/her
coimtertransference and that the therapist and
client can analyze what factors impede the safety
of the session. They can then wonder if and how
these factors also "muck up" a client's functioning
in the outside world. The process of the therapist
and client "demucking" the therapeuticrelationship
serves as model for how the client can demudc
his/her functioning in the world.
Let us look at the situation when a deaf client,
such as Mary, comes into treatment idealizing
hearing persons and, therefore, the hearing
therapist. Regardless of the activities that the
therapist and client do together in treatment, the
client sooner or later comes to experience the
therapist as less than ideal. The therapist screwed
up! The ensuring dynamics are that the dient
often feels betrayed and enraged; and, if allowed to
express these feelings in a safe, supportive
therapeutic relationship, has an opportunity to
resolve his/her idealization transference. "Hearing
does not mean better than deaf!" Similarly,
resolving transferential rage will help a deaf client
realize that only some, not all, hearing persons are
abusive.
Is it possible for a deaf dient to resolve deaf
identity issues with a hearing therapist? Can a
hearing therapist help a deaf dient to integrate in
deaf community; or does therapy, given that it
started off as a HEARING tool, lead to
identification with hearing persons and, therefore,
does it help the Deaf client only to gain power
within the hearing culture, in effect, to become
"more hearing?" Might a deaf client come out of
therapy more apt to act like a "colonial", namely as
an oppressor of other deaf people? Might therapy
"take away" a deaf person's positive cultural
anger, strip him/her of essential cultural beliefs,
and make him/her more complacent and more
passive? What are deaf cultural beliefs anyway;
cultural beliefs as defined by whom? There is no
empirical agreement, according to several deaf
colleagues of mine.
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Or, does feeling empowered as a result of
therapy help any client experience a more solid
sense of self in whatever culture and, therefore, a
decreased need to oppress others? Is working with
a hearing therapist beneficial for a deaf client's
bicultural development? Is bicultural development
beneficial?
Since 90% of deaf persons have hearing
parents, perhaps a hearing therapist can better
help a deaf dient resolve parental "stuff." Maybe
these transferential reactions of a deaf client cannot
be elicited as easily by a deaf therapist?
Alternatively, perhaps a deaf client may experience
more of a psychological distance with a hearing
therapist and therefore feel safer. I recall an
African American dient telling me that she felt safe
with me because "I have the power to explain
myself to you as a white therapist; a Black therapist
would read in-between the lines more. But I can
dedde to let you in or not."
Although these are all good thoughts and
questions, they also do not recognize the full
complexity of the situation. The effectiveness of
therapy depends, in part, on what stage a client is
at in terms of "coming out" as deaf. Minority
Identity Development Theory (Atkinson, Morton,
& Sue, 1989) posits that there are 5 stages that
minority members may experience in "coming
out," in fully developing a health identity:
1. A conformity stage where people prefer
the dominant cultural values, disparage
their own minority group, and internalize
stereot3q>ical negative views of their group.
They often exhibit feelings of personal
defectiveness and shame. This stage is
exemplified by Mary, "A hearing therapist
is better than deaf."
2. A dissonance stage where peoples'
conceptions of the dominant and minority
groups are challenged and they begin to
search for new answers.
3. A resistance and immersion stage where
people actively reject the dominant culture
and whole-heartedly embrace their
minority culture.
4. An introspection and immersion stage
where people question this extreme
separatist stance adopted in Stage 3.
5. An awareness stage where people come to
a fair, realistic understanding of both
cultures and develop a bicultural identity.
For example, a hearing therapist may not be
able to help a deaf client in Stage 3 who is actively
rejecting all aspects of the dominant hearing
culture. Establishing rapport will prove difficult, if
not impossible. Maybe a hearing therapist will be
most helpful with a deaf dient at Stage 1 when the
dient idealizes hearing persons. I recall, for
example, a deaf parent asking me about which way
to reset the clock for daylight saving's time. I
replied that I did not know. We figured it out
together. Here, the client's resolution of his
idealization of the dominant culture lead to
increased self esteem.
But, on the other hand, might deaf clients
idealize more a SIGNING, hearing therapist
because of the sharp contrast to their, in many
cases, non-signing, hearing parents? Here, the
therapist may be viewed as a "perfect parent."
Might the hearing signing therapist inadvertently
be widening the gulf between the client and his/her
(non-signing) parents and therefore impede
resolution of the parent-client relationship? "You
(therapist) are great; my parents stink!" In more
technical terms, might the therapist be polarizing
the good-parent/bad-parent split?
It may be that deaf therapists may more easily
connect with deaf clients who are at stages other
than Stage 1, which is the stage where they reject
their deafness. At this stage, establishing a
therapeutic alliance may be impossible. But what
if rapport can be developed? And what benefits
are possible?
But again, these questions cannot be answered
simply, even with Minority Identity Development
Theory (MIDI). This model does not capture the
50 Vol.26 No. 4 Spring 1993
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full complexity of cross cultural therapy. Hoffman
(1991), for example, aptly criticizes such
hierarchical stage models as reflecting a male's
world view. As an alternative to viewing
development as reflecting a successive completion
of hierarchical tasks, she relates the so-called
levels" to demarcating that an individual can
exercise a number of possibilities of
attitude/behavior in a given context(s). For
example, successive MBDT stages can imply
increased contextual possibilities: in the final stage,
the minority person can act/feel from a maximum
niimber of stances, such as from a bicultural, an
isolationist, or from a self-depredating stance,
depending on the context. As an additional
drawback of MIDT, it fails to outline how the
various levels or "contextual possibilities" may or
may not relate to other well established
developmental models.
Now, as if this situation is not complicated
enough, effective treatment also depends on what
can be loosely described as what stage the
therapist is at in terms of "coming out" as a
hearing person. What is the therapist's stage of
"majority identity development?" How do I
recondle my ability to hear? What are my values
as a hearing person? I think fondly of, for
example, the Sergeant Pepper album and of my
Beethoven CD collection.
This is complex stuff. The interactive effects of
minority development, majority development,
countertransference, transference! And, of course,
what's the big deal about transference an3rway?
Must the therapist always bring transference to the
forefront and discuss it with the client? Answer:
No. There are many kinds of treatment which do
not focus on transference. But, must a therapist, at
least privately, assess transference in order for
counseling or psychotherapy of any type to be
helpful? Answer: Unequivocally yes!
But transference aside, when therapists get
lost in their theories, it means they've stopped
listening to the client. In fact, it was Mary
(remember Mary?) who gave me the clarity that we
both needed.
Mary:
I had been asking Mary, in different ways,
what she had wanted and/or needed to change
about herself or her environment. She persisted in
her request for me to coach her on strategies, with
secondary emphasis on helping her understand
herself better. So I agreed to be primarily a
political coach and secondarily a psychological
mirror. I would suggest tips on how to deal with
her boss, which were either modifications on the
"count to ten" wisdom that many of our parents
have imparted to us, or methods of being direct
and blunt. We talked a lot about the differences
between hearing culture wishy-washiness and deaf
culture directness. We role played various tactics
and nonverbal behaviors to politely request and/or
to demand competent interpreters, note-takers, etc.
Mary and I also analyzed how institutional
change happens, using the recent Gallaudet
revolution as a prime example. (This seems to be
an important narrative of deaf culture.) I also
brought in some tactics and strategies that other
minority cultures have used, ranging from Gandhi
to Eleanor Roosevelt to Eldridge Qeaver and
wondered aloud how, or if, she could modify them
in her work place. But, typically, Mary would
mterrupt the coaching on both tact and bluntness
with angry accusations that I was helping her to
become more hearing and that my coaching her on
techniques meant that I agreed with her boss. But
Mary had requested the coaching!
But, in fact, did I agree with her boss? Mary,
by report, did, after all, set up situations which
would result in her boss reprimanding her, by
piuposely not following his instructions. And, if
her demeanor with me was any indication, her
approach at work was anything but affiliative. But,
I recall my humility during a workshop with MJ
Bienvenue and Betty Colonomous when I realized
how I and other hearing persons often
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inadvertently act in an oppressive manner. What
was figurative for Mary may have been groimd for
me.
Okay. I decided to talk about our
relationship. Who did Mary see me as? She
appeared to experience me as an abusive authority
figure. I privately wondered about what her
transference was to me and asked in a variety of
ways whether she experienced me as oppressive
and abusive and what previous experience did this
remind her of. She, however, said that our
relationship has nothing to do with anything, stood
up and ''yelled" at me that she felt fine, and that
we're off the subject. After a few seconds, she sat
down.
1 then shifted the focus to the outside world.
I continually agreed with her that oppression and
job discrimination were "alive and well" in the
hearing world, and took care to elicit many
examples of oppression from her life. For
example, like many deaf persons, Mary had
constantly felt like an outsider in a hearing world,
had limited conversational accessibility and, in fact,
had been punished for using sign language. The
elidtation and validation of experience of
oppression is one process which distinguishes
cross cultural therapy from non-cross cultural
therapy. Oppression is not paranoia, it is real!
But, while we could acknowledge the rea]j[ty of
oppression in the world, we could not change it in
treatment. What could we do?
Maybe I could help Mary to examine how she,
in part, set up situations in which others took
advantage of her in the outside world? I asked her
why she did not stop the interpreter at her job
when she could not understand her? We discussed
similar examples of passivity with her husband.
I told her the story about a man who was
looking for a key under a street light. Someone
remarked that the key was, in fact, elsewhere.
However, the man replied, "I know that. But the
light is here!" I asked Mary, "Why don't you and
I look elsewhere?" She smiled and nodded. I then
wondered aloud, for the first of what would be
many times, what Mary might be thinking, feeling,
or doing with hearing authority figures which, in
effect, would give them more power than they
already have. How she may be sabotaging herself
by not following her boss's instructions and not
showing up for meetings. I taught her the
meaning of transference, particularly with reference
to her abusive parents. We agreed to separate
bonafide oppression from her unconsciously
replicating her past and making the oppression
happen again. She liked that a lot. Finally we are
getting somewhere! I was pleased. We discussed
this for the full hour!
Mary came in for the next appointment quite
angry at her boss. As she got angrier, I had to ask
her a few times to repeat her signs. She became
angrier and complained that I was not helping. 1
asked whether she was disappointed in ME,
thinking that now may be the golden opportunity
to begin the stage of therapeutic work when the
therapist is exposed as being defective and not an
idealized object. However, she responded that she
was only angry at her boss and proceeded to
spend the rest of the session on him. I tried the
street lamp story intervention again but it did not
work. Instead, she wanted me to advocate for her,
to call her boss and chew him out. I said that was
not my role.
A few weeks later, Mary walked into my office
for our 12th session in four months and announced
that she DID get a letter of warning from the Vice
President of the corporation. We discussed it for
the full hoim. No show for two weeks. She finally
appeared at my office 3 weeks later, but only to
announce that treatment was "on hold." Rage at
me; rage, rage, and more rage.
Theory:
What was her rage about? Gross culturally
SHOULD it have been my role to chew out her
boss? Did my saying much earlier that I KNOW
that hearing people oppress Deaf people put me in
I
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the one up position and deprive Mary of an
important opportunity to teach me that? Was
THAT the reason for her rage at me? Was my
continually coming back to her parents, in effect,
increasing her rage at them and at me; was this
bad? Was my teaching her about transference and
street lamps also irrelevant, at best, and
oppressive, at worst? Was I oppressing Mary by
offering new ideas about how she may have been
contributing to her own oppression? I still wonder
what, if anything, I should have done.
And/or was Mary's rage related to anything
dysfunctional or problematic about her world
view? What did she need or want to change about
herself?
Everything now becomes more complex again.
How do we separate minority identity
development from oppression from PTSD? And
why do I have to anjnvay? Answer: I need to
make a diagnosis. But the derivative of diagnosis
is "to know" and I said earlier that it is impossible
and oppressive to know. So why attempt to do it?
Answer: it would help guide treatment establish
for Mary a treatment contract, a reason for her to
keep coming, an concise statement about what we
needed to work on together.
Mary:
Three weeks later, Mary requested an
appointment for assistance in composing a letter of
response to her boss. For maybe a microsecond,
I privately wondered whether my agreeing to her
request was appropriate for psychotherapy; isn't
it really "counseling," or education? But whatever
label I could have put on her request, my goal was
and is to empower her. Empowerment is the
guiding principle. I, therefore, enthusiastically
agreed, and assisted her in composing the letter,
helping her to clarify her intent and to express her
thoughts concisely. She, however, wrote the
letter. I was the coach, or maybe the cheering
team. It was a good meeting in terms of our
connection; she appreciated the help.
Mary arranged one more meeting with me to
update me on her job situation. After that
meeting, she again "put treatment on hold,"
sa3ring, "111 see you again when I can." That was
two months ago.
On the one hand, I feel good that I was able
to stay with and contain Mary's rage at hearing,
authority figures, induding me. I did not return
the rage but tried to get her to examine it. On the
other hand, I wonder what "key" culturally
syntonic stories or interventions would have been
helpful in ameliorating her pain. Was I too quick
in openly wondering about family or racial
transference? What else could I have done? What
can I do next?
Condusion:
I presented the case of Mary, not because it
was a brilliant example of dramatic success. It
frankly wasn't. In fact, my relationship with her is
not past tense. I know that well meet again.
Moreover, Mary was already relatively savvy about
the nature of a therapeutic relationship, in contrast
to many other deaf clients who have no idea of
what to expect. I presented this case more because
it illustrates the complexity of cross cultural
psychotherapy: the easy-to-say but hard-to-do
process of examining one's own counter-
transference as a hearing clinician, understanding
the world view of a deaf client, and formulating, in
culturally sjmtonic interventions, the context of a
therapeutic relationship which, is itself, influenced
by a still larger oppressive world context.
In writing this article, I imagined it as part of
an ongoing dialogue between therapists who are
similar to me and therapists who are dissimilar,
particularly those from the deaf community. One
cannot ethically work with deaf clients without
such collaboration. I, like others, am inevitably
both enhanced and limited by my own world view:
in my case, that of a hearing, white, middle dass,
middle aged, non-gay, Jewish male. My hope is
that the dialogue encompassing the differing
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woild's views of desf and hearing clinicians can in the service of advandng our field and thus
become a dialectic, a "safe place," allowing our providing better services,
similarities and differences to evolve
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1. Adapted fiomalechaieofihesainetitle/ givenataoon®erenoeon5A5/92, "Cross-cultural collaboratioii in the field of deafness: Implications for
tiierapeutic and coUegial relations," ^ nsored by the Worcester Youth Guidance Onter.
2. A description on how the hearing culture is oppressive to the deaf culture is beyond the scope of fitis article/ and has been elucidated by Lane
0992).
3. The name and details of this case have been changed to protect confidentiality. The client has also reviewed the manuscript, has found the
material sufficiently disguised, and has given written consent for its publication.
4. The author would appreciate feedbadc at 11 Axdell Avenue, Sudbury, MA 01776.
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